PASSWORD...
Yes I did, why?

Why do you react like this?!?

Hey Jack, I have a prob with Face, it's been cracked I can't open it any more.

Now you are with no friends, no contacts, no life! Did you not just forget your password?

No ways!!! I still know when I was born!

Don't tell me you used your birthdate!!!!

Ouch! You are such a blond!

Yes I did, why? Why do you react like this?!
Because your name and birthday are the 2 passwords mostly used and so easy to crack!

No it’s not, you choose a sentence and you take the first letter of each word.

Ok, get it, thanks Jack. Time to find another password. Not THAT blond!

Otherwise it’s too complicated, I forget it or make mistakes.

Give me an clear example.

MIBS EASY!

She really means it ?! Too blond...

No ways! So funny, I used my name before !!!

And you? What about YOUR password?

She really means it ?! Too blond...

OTHERWISE IT’S TOO COMPLICATED, I FORGET IT OR MAKE MISTAKES

NO IT’S NOT, YOU CHOOSE A SENTENCE AND YOU TAKE THE FIRST LETTER OF EACH WORD

GIVE ME AN CLEAR EXAMPLE

MIBS EASY!

And you? What about YOUR password?
Meeting
with a stranger......
Meeting with a stranger......

Jessica, 16, is on the phone with her best friend Marie when Justin, alias "babyboy09" starts chatting with her.

Justin : How ar ya ?

Jessica : Fine, you ?

Jessica to Justin : I am not sure we should meet....

Justin : Same, how about taking a walk to get to know each other better ?

Jessica to Justin : I am not sure we should meet....

Justin : Look babe, we've chatted for 2 weeks now, you are pretty and there is good energy between us, would be a shame to miss out on a beautiful story... don't you agree ?

Jessica : Yeah, you're right, I also love our chats...

Justin : Let's say 5 at the entrance of the park...

Jessica : Cool, meet you there, bye.

GOT TO GO, JUSTIN HAS JUST CONNECTED, BYE !

...OH, HE IS ASKING ME TO MEET !

DON'T OVER DO IT ! HE IS 19 AND SO CUTE !
Meeting with a stranger...

1 HOUR LATER AT THE PARK. JESSICA IS WAITING FOR JUSTIN.

WHERE IS HE ?!
HE SAID AT 5,
IT'S 5:15

HI,
ARE YOU "LITTLEFLOWER" ?!

AAAAAAAH !!!
ONE CLIC TOO MANY
SHANA DOWNLOADS THE PICTURES SHE TOOK AT SATURDAY NIGHT’S PARTY.

OH MY GOD! JENNIFER’S FACE ON THIS PICTURE!

I AM GOING TO POST IT ON FACE, THE OTHERS ARE GOING TO HAVE A LAUGH!

SHANA’S STEPFATHER COMES BACK HOME AND FINDS THE PICTURE OF JENNIFER ON FACEBOOK

GREAT PIC! LET’S PLAY A JOKE ON THE GIRLS!

COPIED!
ONE CLICK TOO MANY

OMG !!!!!

HOW COULD SHANA PUT THIS PICTURE ON FACE ! SHE’D BETTER TAKE IT OFF RIGHT AWAY !!!

GIRLS TALK, JENNIFER IS QUITE MAD...

TAKE THAT PICTURE OF ME OFF FACE, WILL YOU !!!

WHY ? IT’S A FUNNY ONE!

FINE, I’LL DELETE IT !

WELL I DON’T LIKE IT SO YOU TAKE IT OFF, YOU SHOULD HAVE ASKED ME BEFORE POSTING IT, DON’T YOU THINK ?

2 days later

*Delete this picture
ONE CLICK TOO MANY

GIRLS ARE TAKING A WALK IN TOWN

WHAT THE HELL IS THIS ?!!!

YOU LOOK STUPID WHEN YOU ARE DRUNK

I HAVE NO IDEA !

BUT YOU ARE THE ONE WHO TOOK THAT PICTURE, RIGH ?!

YES BUT I DELETED IT AND I CERTAINLY DIDN'T PRINT IT ! COULD BE MY STEPFATHER, SOUNDS LIKE HIS KIND OF HUMOUR... LET ME FIND OUT.
ONE CLIC TOO MANY

Hey Shana, did you like my joke?

So it was you!!! No I didn’t like it. Did you ask Jennifer’s opinion before making her look stupid like that for the whole town to see???

No, I am sorry, I didn’t think about it…

And now what? How do we undo this? You could have thought about image rights, couldn’t you???

And you? What do you think about image rights?